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Executive Summary

Providing efficient performance analysis or debugging of parallel applications requires suitable support from the compiler and runtime system. This is even more important for research platforms than for production compilers. This is why the OmpSs programming language and its Nanos runtime system comes with built-in special interfaces for this purpose. However, this interface was designed with the requirements, functionality, and features of the BSC performance tool Paraver in mind. Other tools, like Score-P and Scalasca, and especially debuggers are based on other interface paradigms and therefore have other needs and requirements. Therefore, in this task, the goal is to design and implement a portable, generic, and robust monitoring interface suitable for a wide range of debugging and performance tools. The objective of this document is to provide a precise specification of this interface. In a second step, the interface will be implemented by the BSC OmpSs compiler and runtime group, and necessary monitoring components using this interface will be created for the WP5 performance tools (Extrae, Score-P) and debugging tools (Temanejo, DDT) developers.

In the following, the two parts of the interfaces are specified: for performance tools, the instrumentation of the runtime will allow monitoring relevant task events like creation or scheduling, in addition to providing access to related information like task identifiers or dependencies. This is based on the proposed OpenMP draft standard OMPT interface, as OmpSs is based on the OpenMP standard that extends the OpenMP tasking constructs to support asynchronous task parallelism and execution on heterogeneous devices. For debugging tools, which need a way to control the execution of tasks and add/modify dependencies, a new Task Control API (TCA) was designed.
1 Introduction

Task T5.1 of work package 5 ("Development Tools") deals with the design and implementation of a robust and effective interface for monitoring and control for the OmpSs compiler runtime system. This will require a very close interaction with Task T4.2 of work package 4. The OmpSs runtime system traditionally comes with built-in special support for the BSC performance tool Paraver and this interface was designed with the requirements, functionality, and features of this tool in mind (for example, the four different event types and the use of <key, value> objects matches the Paraver trace format). Other tools, like Score-P and Scalasca, and especially debuggers are based on other interfaces and formats and therefore have other needs and requirements. Therefore, in this task, the goal is to design and implement a portable, generic, and robust monitoring interface suitable for a wide range of debugging and performance tools. The objective of this document is to provide a precise specification of this interface. In a second phase, the interface will be implemented by the BSC OmpSs compiler and runtime group, and necessary monitoring components will be developed by the WP5 performance tools (Extrae, Score-P) and debugging tools (Temanejo, DDT) developers.

For performance tools, the instrumentation of the runtime should provide monitoring events for task creation, scheduling, synchronization and finalization and access to task identifiers, task dependencies, task state (blocked/queued/running/finished) information, and source-code locations of the associated task constructs. Originally, it was planned to provide a new tool-agnostic API just for OmpSs. However, already in the negotiation phase of the project, the OpenMP community started a new activity to define a standard performance tool (OMPT) and debugging (OMPD) interface for OpenMP [1]. As OmpSs is a parallel programming model based on the OpenMP standard that extends the OpenMP tasking constructs to support asynchronous task parallelism and execution on heterogeneous devices, it was decided that instead of specifying yet another new interface just for OmpSs, to base the work of this task on the OpenMP interface OMPT [2, 3]. BSC and JUELICH very actively participated in the OpenMP tools work group which worked 2013 and 2014 on the OMPT interface to ensure that the result was suitable for our performance tools but also for the OmpSs work.

Unfortunately, the OpenMP tools group decided to postpone the work on OMPD up to now, as there has not been enough participation and requirements from the debugging tool vendors so far. But as, in addition to the monitoring events described above, handlers for requests to control the execution of tasks, add/modify dependencies, modify priority of tasks, and to control data movement are needed for debugging tools, the project decided to for now specify (as originally planned) a new interface for this purpose. If the discussions for a debugging interface re-start inside the OpenMP community, this work still can serve as input for this process.

In the following, the two parts of the interfaces are specified: a performance monitoring interface based on OMPT and a new task control interface for debugging.
2 Performance Monitoring Interface

2.1 OMPT

OMPT [2, 3] specifies extensions to OpenMP in order to allow performance tools capture OpenMP activity and report it back to the user, in order to allow them to understand the application behavior and, ultimately, guide them to improve the application performance.

Despite OMPT was defined after OpenMP 4.0 was made public, the first specification of OMPT (which is appended as an Annex) covers the constructs and directives of OpenMP 3.1 because at that time there was not yet a compiler available that supported OpenMP 4.0. This means that OMPT mainly covers structured parallelism defined by parallel and parallel loop regions, as well as, unstructured parallelism as extracted by using the task construct. However, OMPT does neither cover task-dependencies nor usage of accelerators yet.

2.2 OMPT for OmpSs

This section discusses and analyzes the introduction of OMPT into the OmpSs programming model.

OmpSs is a parallel programming model based on the OpenMP standard that extends the OpenMP tasking constructs to support asynchronous task parallelism and execution on heterogeneous devices. Consequently, it is conceivable to consider the OMPT specification as a starting point to allow third party performance tools capture OmpSs activity. Since OmpSs also allows task-dependencies and usage of accelerators the work will cover implementing OMPT on top of OmpSs, as well as, defining callbacks for these topics that were excluded in the original OMPT specification. The fact that task-dependencies in OpenMP 4.0 were adopted from OmpSs makes conceivable that the work done in this project would be valuable for future specifications of OMPT. On the other side, since OmpSs and OpenMP differ on how the work shall be provided to accelerator devices, it is unclear that the same specification will apply without any further modifications, although it is very likely that the work in this project will serve as an inspiration for any OMPT extension in this direction.

In an internal meeting, we agreed on the extension to OMPT for the specification of the task-dependency tracking and we also agreed on making a prototype of OMPT on top of OmpSs to test and verify whether the specification fits the programming model and the tools before tackling the accelerator part in the 2nd year.

2.2.1 Background

Nanos++ is a runtime library designed to serve as runtime support in parallel environments which is used to support the OmpSs programming model. It provides several services to support data and task parallelism: creating and scheduling tasks, synchronizing them using point-to-point mechanisms (such as taskwaits and data dependencies) and group-to-group mechanisms (including atomic, critical sections and locks), maintaining coherence across different address spaces automatically (through software cache/directory), allowing task
context switches (user-level threads, when the native architecture allows it), or supporting other common worksharing constructs by mapping them on top of the tasking support.

The main goal of Nanos++ is to be used in research of parallel programming environments by enabling easy development through modular components. In addition, some of these components have been designed to be extensible by means of plugins, which allow external developers to include new components that can be used by setting the corresponding environment variable during the application execution.

The instrumentation module is one of these extensible components. Its main purpose is to provide useful information about the program execution. Such collected data is represented using four different types of events:

- A **burst event** is defined by a time interval. During this interval, something is happening (e.g. executing a runtime service).
- A **state event** is also defined by an interval of time and defines what the thread state at a specific timestamp is. Although this type of event is a specific case of a burst event, Nanos++ maintains it separately because of optimization purposes.
- A **point event** is defined by a single timestamp. This entity represents a punctual event during the execution.
- A **point-to-point event** is defined by two punctual events. One is called the origin and the other one destination. With these kind of events we can represent communication (send/receive procedures), or work spawning (producer/consumer schemes), etc.

The aforementioned events, except the state event, are also defined by a pair of key and value. The key defines the nature of the event (e.g. API Function Call) and the value defines the specific operation/entity involved in the specific event (e.g. omp_get_num_thread()).

The core component is responsible for keeping an event dictionary (allowing to register and recovering keys and pairs of <key,value> objects) in addition for creating and raising events. These events trigger when a certain activity occurs: creating a new task, put this new task into execution, or waiting for available work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run-time side</th>
<th>Performance version</th>
<th>Instrumentation version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>task nanos_create_task (f)</td>
<td>task nanos_create_task(f)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creating a task for f</td>
<td>create a task for f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nanos_submit_task (task)</td>
<td>nanos_submit_task (task)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submitting a task</td>
<td>submit task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>void Outlined$A$ (params)</td>
<td>void Outlined$A$ (params)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The so-called instrumentation plugin interfaces with the application in two steps: during the compilation process and during the application execution. Consider the following code snippet written in C language that creates a task for a portion of code:

```c
{  
  user code 1  
  #pragma omp task  
  {  
    code for task A  
  }  
  user code 2  
}
```

When using the default (also known as performance) behavior, the regular Nanos++ library will be used as well as a translation of the pragma into routine outlining and a creation of a task pointing to the outlined routine, as depicted in the left column of Table 1. When using the instrumentation plugin, the behavior of both the runtime library and the translated code vary subtly (as shown in the right column of Table 1). The runtime library invokes monitor calls (nanos_event) to register its activity either at begin or end points. Here, for instance, task creation will change thread/task state to an specific CREATE_TASK value, while submitting a task will change the state to SCHEDULING. Additionally, the compiled code uses these monitor calls to annotate activity at the user-application level, in this case within the outlined routine generated by the compiler.

The instrumentation connector is a broker from the Nanos run-time library and it is responsible for forwarding the core events into an external plugin. Figure 1 shows a block diagram showing the interaction between the parallel application, the Nanos run-time, the external plugin (which in this case is the OMPT plugin) and also the performance tool that uses the OMPT interface. Note that the application has not only been parallelized using OmpSs, but also has been linked (or preloaded) with a performance tool that uses the OMPT specification.
Since the Extrae instrumentation package has been recently extended to support OMPT we have used it to test the prototype OMPT plugin implementation for OmpSs. In the particular case of Extrae, each of the logical threads holds a buffer that is filled with timestamped events (and with microprocessor performance counters, if available) so that it allows exploring the OpenMP activity in time-lines through the Paraver tool. The analysis of time-lines allows studying whether the parallel activity is properly balanced in several factors such as time or number of instructions executed.

### 2.2.2 Detailed Description of Extensions to OMPT

The task dependency extension introduces a new callback to track dependences in between two tasks. The instrumentation tool will assume the fulfillment of a data dependence when the task end event is produced.

Following the syntax of the OMPT technical report we have defined a new type and also a new callback:

```c
typedef enum ompt_dependence_type_e {
    ompt_dependence_in    = 1,
    ompt_dependence_out   = 2,
    ompt_dependence_inout = 3
} ompt_dependence_type_t;
```

This enumeration contains information with respect the directionality of the data as provided by the application programmer.

```c
typedef void (*ompt_new_dependence_callback_t) (
    /* for new dependence instrumentation */
    ompt_task_id_t pred_task_id, /* ID of predecessor task */
    ompt_task_id_t succ_task_id, /* ID of successor task */
    ompt_dependence_type_t type, /* Type of dependence */
    void *data                   /* Ptr to related data */
);
```

This callback will be issued for every dependency that blocks the execution of `succ_task_id` because the task `pred_task_id` has not yet completed its execution.
and therefore it has not generated the results in data. Note that this callback will not report information regarding the completed dependencies of already finished tasks. During the meeting, we had agreed on a different signature for the callback in which all the dependencies were provided to the tool in a single callback invocation. However, we have modified the signature to ensure atomic accesses in the run-time and to simplify run-time code structure. Since one of the benefits involves including this into the OMPT specification, we prefer to work in such a direction although we are open to discuss this with other performance tool developers. Also, we want to get feedback from external OpenMP implementers that we can contact before considering it definitive.

2.2.3 Implemented Parts in the Current Prototype

So far, a first prototype of the OMPT plugin has been implemented as part of the Nanos++ (included in the repository). In this initial prototype we focus in supporting the OMPT mandatory events and thread state inquiries as well as the dependence extension (discussed in the previous section).

Already implemented OMPT callbacks:

- ompt_set_callback,
- ompt_get_callback,
- omptEnumerateState,
- omptGetThreadId,
- omptGetState,
- ompt_event_parallel_begin,
- ompt_event_parallel_end,
- ompt_event_task_begin,
- ompt_event_task_end,
- ompt_event_thread_begin,
- ompt_event_thread_end,
- ompt_event_control,
- ompt_event_shutdown,
- ompt_event_task_switch

2.2.4 Currently Missing Callbacks

As future work, we plan to implement more callbacks and inquiry services. In the short term, the following callbacks are considered to be implemented:

- ompt_event_implicit_task_begin,
- ompt_event_implicit_task_end,
- ompt_event_barrier_begin,
- ompt_event_barrier_end,
- ompt_get_parallel_id,
- ompt_get_parallel_team_size,
- ompt_get_task_id.

The following callbacks are considered to be implemented in the long term if the performance tools in the project consider them necessary:
- ompt_get_idle_frame,
- ompt_get_task_frame,
- All mechanisms related with frame navigation.

### 2.3 Preliminary Results for the Prototype

![Figure 2: Comparison of two Paraver trace-files of the BT.s benchmark at the same time-scale. At the top execution with OmpSs using the new OMPT prototype plugin, and below the execution with OmpSs using the Extrae plugin.](image)

As stated earlier, not only Nanos++ is capable of invoking OMPT callbacks, but also Extrae offers such mechanism to generate Paraver trace-files for OpenMP applications taking
advantage of a recent implementation of the OMPT specification. Despite both implementations are considered prototypes at this stage and they are still under development, their current status allows simple instrumentation and gathering performance measurements as illustrated on the top Paraver time-line of Figure 2. The time-line represents the execution of the NAS BT.s benchmark when parallelized using OpenMP directives and compiled with OmpSs. Since OmpSs honors most of the OpenMP directives, Nanos can use the OMPT prototype to provide OpenMP activity to the performance tool. More precisely, time is indicated on the X-axis, while the Y-axis represents the threads and each color corresponds to each one of the outlined routines derived from the parallel constructs from the application source code.

It is worth to mention that Nanos has an instrumentation plugin based on Extrae. The time-line below in Figure 2 shows the trace-file for the same application but instructing Nanos to use the Extrae instrumentation plugin, so it can serve for comparison purposes. We can outline that the application behavior is similar between the two in terms of sequence of calls and invocations. In terms of differences, we observe the following:

- The duration of the routines is uniform in the OMPT trace-file but it is not in the Extrae trace-file. This is likely to happen because barrier/wait events have not been implemented in OMPT yet, thus the barrier/wait time at the end of the parallel loop regions is calculated as execution time.
- The compute rhs routine is converted from a single parallel region in the OMPT trace-file, into multiple tasks in the Extrae trace-file. This is normal because in OmpSs since it converts the parallel loop directives into tasks and the OMPT prototype only provide information for the parallel region.
- The yellow lines in the figure below represent the relationship between tasks such as dependencies. This will be available once our proposal of the dependency tracking callback is implemented.

An interesting topic to cover is the difference between both (Extrae and OMPT) plugins for OmpSs. The Extrae plugin is a specific solution and exposes not only the user-level application activity but also the internal behavior of the Nanos runtime (such as number of tasks in the task-graph, the priority of a task, the dependencies between them, etc.). While this serves useful for the run-time developer, this amount of information may not be valuable for the end-user. On the contrary, OMPT was designed to provide user-level information of the OpenMP activity, so it provides information related to the directives, pragmas and calls the developer added into the source code by using a common interface. One of the design points of OMPT is that it must be the less intrusive and as simple as possible so that OpenMP implementors do not refuse to implement it.
3 Debugging Control Interface

This chapter describes TCA (Tasking Control API) – an API for tools, as for instance debuggers, which allows controlling the execution of the OmpSs runtime system. However, the design of TCA is sufficiently generic to be applied with any other runtime system for asynchronous task parallelization. A similar set of control requests, albeit less structured and complete, is currently being used by the debugger Temanejo to interact with various runtime systems including OmpSs, SMPSs and CppSs. The specification of TCA follows the spirit of the OpenMP Tools Interface OMPT to allow simple interoperability or an integration of TCA into OMPT in the future. In particular, TCA uses the same initialization procedure for tool registration as OMPT, and the same mechanism to retrieve request control handlers as OMPT uses for retrieval of pointers to inquiry functions.

3.1 Preliminaries

It is assumed, that the programming model meaningfully defines the concept of task and the concept of dependency. A program is composed of tasks instances and dependency instances between them, thus forming a task-dependency graph. A unique identifier can label task and dependency instances. Note that the same dependency instance, and thus identifier, may appear more than once at different positions in the task-dependency-graph\(^1\). This might be the case where dependencies arise through data-dependencies; the same datum can be input dependency for several tasks.

In addition, we assume that the runtime system executes tasks on same kind of uniquely labeled execution resource. TCA uses the name thread for this concept; however, this does not imply that actual OS threads need to be used by the concrete runtime system. As with tasks and dependencies, threads have a unique identifier that can be used to identify it.

The purpose of TCA is to send control requests from a tool to a runtime system only. It does not provide means to monitor the runtime system or inquire its state. This needs to be done through a separate channel – for instance the monitoring API defined in the first part of this document, or Temanejo’s current event system. In particular, the monitoring system needs to provide task, dependency and thread identifiers.

Some aspects of the TCA are mandatory for all runtime systems and tools and form a minimal set allowing basic control. In addition, TCA defines a range of optional features that allow more fine-grained and complex control.

The specification of TCA is composed of:

- tool data structures.
- control requests – functions invoked by the tool to request certain actions from the runtime.
- Initialization – a prescription how the runtime system registers with the tool and exposes its capabilities.

\(^1\) The rest of this chapter will use task and dependency instead of task instance and dependency instance, respectively. Similarly, we refer to task-dependency graph as task-graph or graph.
During initialization, the runtime calls a known public initializer function, which is implemented by the tool. On the other hand, control request functions are implemented by the runtime and called by the tool. Control request functions should not be publicly visible functions. Instead, tools can acquire pointers to control request functions through a lookup-callback, which is implemented by the runtime.

### 3.2 Tool Data Structures

#### 3.2.1 Task Identifier (Mandatory)

Each task has an associated `tca_task_id_t` that uniquely identifies the task.

```c
typedef unit64_t tca_task_id_t;
```

The `tca_task_id_t` is unique across all task instances. A task is assigned an ID when the task is created. A task’s ID can be passed to the control request functions for controlling issues. Tools have to use the task ID received by the monitoring interface. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid task ID.

#### 3.2.2 Dependency Identifier (Mandatory)

Each dependency has an associated `tca_dependency_id_t` that uniquely identifies the dependency.

```c
typedef unit64_t tca_dependency_id_t;
```

The `tca_dependency_id_t` is unique across all dependency instances. A dependency is assigned an ID when the dependency is created. A dependency’s ID can be passed to the control request functions for controlling issues. Tools have to use the dependency ID received by the monitoring interface. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid dependency ID.

#### 3.2.3 Thread Identifier (Mandatory)

Each thread has an associated `tca_thread_id_t` that uniquely identifies the thread.

```c
typedef unit64_t tca_thread_id_t;
```

The `tca_thread_id_t` is unique across all thread instances. A thread is assigned an ID when the thread is created. A thread’s ID can be passed to the control request functions for controlling issues. Tools have to use the thread ID received by the monitoring interface. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid thread ID.

#### 3.2.4 Error codes (Mandatory)

Each control request functions will return a `tca_success_t` type.

```c
typedef enum {
    TCA_OK,
    TCA_FAIL,
    TCA_UNKNOWN_COMMAND
} tca_success_t;
```
The `tca_success_t` is the return value of the control request functions. There are three different values.

- **TCA_OK**: Returned, if the control request was valid and the execution was successful.
- **TCA_FAIL**: Returned, if the control request was valid but the execution failed.
- **TCA_UNKOWN_COMMAND**: Returned, if the control request was not valid and there was no execution.

### 3.3 Control Request Functions

Control request functions are implemented by the runtime and called by the tools. These functions are not publicly visible. Instead, tools can acquire pointers to control request functions through a lookup-callback, which is implemented by the runtime. Each control request function will return an error code, defined in Section 3.2.4 (“Error codes”).

There are two kinds of control request functions. Functions marked as **mandatory** have to be supported by a compliant runtime. A runtime remains compliant even if it supports none of the **optional** marked control request functions.

#### 3.3.1 Continue (Mandatory)

The function `tca_request_continue` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to continue normal execution of tasks until a breakpoint is reached or until it receives a break control request.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_continue();
```

#### 3.3.2 Break (Mandatory)

The function `tca_request_break` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to stop executing any task.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_break();
```

#### 3.3.3 Step (Mandatory)

The function `tca_request_step` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to execution the next (queued) task, even if this task has a breakpoint.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_step();
```

#### 3.3.4 Block Task (Optional)

The function `tca_request_block_task` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to block the task with ID `task_id`, i.e. deny execution of this task.
3.3.5 Unblock Task (Optional)
The function `tca_request_unblock_task` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to unblock the task with ID `task_id`, i.e. allow execution of this task.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_unblock_task(
    tca_task_id_t task_id
);
```

3.3.6 Run Task (Optional)
The function `tca_request_run_task` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to forceable execute the task with ID `task_id`, i.e. task should be executed as soon as possible.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_run_task(
    tca_task_id_t task_id
);
```

3.3.7 Insert Dependency (Optional)
The function `tca_request_insert_dependency` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to insert (artificial) dependency between tasks with ID `pred_task_id` and `succ_task_id`, i.e. do not run task with ID `succ_task_id` before task with ID `pred_task_id` has finished.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_insert_dependency(
    tca_dependency_id_t pred_task_id,
    tca_task_id_t succ_task_id
);
```

3.3.8 Remove Dependency (Optional)
The function `tca_request_remove_dependency` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to remove the dependency with ID `dependency_id`.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_remove_dependency(
    tca_dependency_id_t dependency_id
);
```

3.3.9 Break at Task (Optional)
The function `tca_request_break_at_task` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to switch to state break when the task with ID `task_id` is reached.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_break_at_task(
    tca_task_id_t task_id
);
```
3.3.10 Unbreak at Task (Optional)
The function `tca_request_unbreak_at_task` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to remove the break at task flag from the task with ID task_id.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_unbreak_at_task(tca_task_id_t task_id);
```

3.3.11 Break at Dependency (Optional)
The function `tca_request_break_at_dependency` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to switch to state break when the dependency with ID dependency_id is reached.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_break_at_dependency(tca_dependency_id_t dependency_id);
```

3.3.12 Unbreak at Dependency (Optional)
The function `tca_request_unbreak_at_dependency` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to remove the break at dependency flag from the dependency with ID dependency_id.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_unbreak_at_dependency(tca_dependency_id_t dependency_id);
```

3.3.13 Continue Thread (Optional)
The function `tca_request_continue_thread` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to continue normal execution of tasks on thread with ID thread_id.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_continue_thread(tca_thread_id_t thread_id);
```

3.3.14 Break Thread (Optional)
The function `tca_request_break_thread` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to stop executing tasks on the thread with ID thread_id.

```c
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_break_thread(tca_thread_id_t thread_id);
```

3.3.15 Step Thread (Optional)
The function `tca_request_step_thread` is a control request function, which instructs the runtime to execution the next (queued) task on the thread with ID thread_id, even if this task has a breakpoint.
TCA_API tca_success_t tca_request_step_thread(tca_thread_id_t thread_id);

### 3.4 Initializing TCA Support for Tools

If a tool does not register itself with the runtime systems during initialization (as described further down this section), the runtime systems need not maintain information to support tools.

A tool must register itself with a runtime system by providing an implementation of the following function:

```c
extern "C" {
    tca_success_t tca_initialize(
        tca_function_lookup_t lookup,
        const char *runtime_version,
        unsigned int tca_version
    );
}
```

In general, the runtime will invoke `tca_initialize` immediately after the runtime initializes itself.

If a tool wants to exert control over the runtime, the tool’s implementation of `tca_initialize` must interrogate the runtime to obtain pointers to TCA interface functions by using a `lookup` function provided by the runtime as the first argument to `tca_initialize`. The signature for `lookup` is:

```c
const char *entry_point
}
```

For example to obtain a function pointer, i.e. entry-point, to `tca_request_continue`, one invokes lookup as follows:

```c
tca_interface_fn_t tca_request_continue_ptr = lookup("tca_request_continue");
```

If a named request control function is not available in a runtime’s implementation of TCA, `lookup` will return `NULL`.

The second argument to `tca_initialize` is a version string that unambiguously identifies a runtime implementation. This argument is useful to tool developers trying to debug a statically linked executable that contains both a tool implementation and a runtime implementation. Knowing exactly what version of a runtime is present in a binary may be helpful when diagnosing a problem, e.g., identifying an old runtime that may be incompatible with a newer tool. The third argument `tca_version` indicates the version of the tasking control API supported by the runtime. The version of Tasking Control API described by this document is known as version 1.
4 Conclusion and Future Work

The goal of Task T5.1 of work package 5 ("Development Tools") is to design and implement a portable, generic, and robust monitoring and control interface suitable for a wide range of debugging and performance tools. This document describes the status after the first 12 months of the projects and especially provides a precise specification of this interface defined so far. For performance tools, the instrumentation of the runtime provides monitoring events for task creation, scheduling, synchronization and finalization and access to task identifiers, task dependencies, task state (blocked/queued/running/finished) information, and source-code locations of the associated task constructs. As OmpSs is a parallel programming model based on the OpenMP standard that extends the OpenMP tasking constructs to support asynchronous task parallelism and execution on heterogeneous devices the work is based on the OpenMP draft standard tool interface OMPT [2, 3]. BSC and JUELICH very actively participated in the OpenMP tools work group which worked 2013 and 2014 on the OMPT interface to ensure that the result was suitable for our performance tools but also for the OmpSs work. As, in addition to the monitoring events just described, handlers for requests to control the execution of tasks, add/modify dependencies, modify priority of tasks, and to control data movement are needed for debugging tools, a new interface (TCA) for this purpose was designed. Unfortunately, the OpenMP tools group decided to postpone the work on the OpenMP debugger interface OMPD up to now, as there has not been enough participation and requirements from the debugging tool vendors so far, so OMPD could not be used as a basis for TCA. If the discussions for a debugging interface re-start inside the OpenMP community, this work still can serve as input for this process.

In a second phase, the interface will be implemented by the BSC OmpSs compiler and runtime group, and necessary monitoring components will be developed by the WP5 performance tools (Extrae, Score-P) and debugging tools (Temanejo, DDT) developers.
Acronyms and Abbreviations

API - Application Programming Interface

DDT - Commercial parallel debugging tool of Allinea

Extrae - Parallel program instrumentation and measurement package of BSC

Nanos - Task-oriented runtime system of BSC, used for OmpSs

OMPD - Planned OpenMP Debugging interface, OpenMP ARB

OpenMP - Industry standard for Pragma-based parallel programming paradigm for shared-memory computers

OmpSs - OpenMP extension (task dependencies, accelerator support) of BSC

OMPT - Draft standard OpenMP performance Tools interface, OpenMP ARB

Paraver - Trace visualizer of BSC

Scalasca - Parallel performance analyzer of JUELICH

Score-P - Parallel program instrumentation and measurement package of JUELICH, TU Dresden, and other partners

TCA - Task Control Interface, proposed by HLRS, BSC, and Allinea

Temanejo - Task-based debugger by HLRS
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1 Introduction

Today, it is difficult to produce high quality tools that support performance analysis of OpenMP programs without tightly integrating them with a specific OpenMP runtime implementation. To address this problem, this document defines OMPT—an application programming interface (API) for first-party performance tools. Extending the OpenMP standard with this API will make it possible to construct powerful tools that will support any standard-compliant OpenMP implementation.

1.1 OMPT

The design of OMPT is based on experience with two prior efforts to define a standard OpenMP tools API: the POMP API [3] and the Sun/Oracle Collector API [1, 2]. The POMP API provides support for instrumentation-based measurement. A drawback of this approach is that its overhead can be significant because an operation, e.g., an iteration of an OpenMP worksharing loop, may take less time than tool callbacks monitoring its execution. In contrast, the Sun/Oracle Collector API was designed primarily to support performance measurement using asynchronous sampling. This design enables the construction of tools that attribute costs without the overhead and intrusion of pervasive instrumentation. With the Collector API, tools can use low-overhead asynchronous sampling of application call stacks to record compact call path profiles. However, the Collector API doesn’t provide enough instrumentation hooks to provide full tool support for statically-linked executables. OMPT builds upon ideas from both the POMP and Collector APIs. The core of OMPT is a minimal set of features to support tools that employ asynchronous sampling to measure application performance. In addition, OMPT defines interfaces to support blame shifting [4, 5]—a technique that shifts attribution of costs from symptoms to causes. Finally, OMPT defines callbacks suitable for instrumentation-based monitoring of runtime events. OMPT can be implemented entirely by a compiler, entirely by an OpenMP runtime system, or with a hybrid strategy that employs a mixture of compiler and runtime support.

With the exception of one routine for tool control, all functions in the OMPT API are intended for use only by tools rather than by applications. All OMPT API functions have a C binding. A Fortran binding is provided only for the single application-facing tool control function described in Section 7.
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1A first-party tool runs within the address space of an application process. This differs from a third-party tool, e.g., a debugger, which runs as a separate process.
1.1.1 Design Objectives

OMPT tries to satisfy several design objectives for a performance tool interface for OpenMP. These objectives are listed in decreasing order of importance.

- The API should enable tools to gather sufficient information about an OpenMP program execution to associate costs with both the program and the OpenMP runtime system.
  - The API should provide an interface sufficient to construct low-overhead performance tools based on asynchronous sampling.
  - The API should enable a profiler that uses call stack unwinding to identify which frames in its call stack are present on behalf of the OpenMP runtime.
  - An OpenMP runtime system should associate the activity of a thread at any point in time with a state, e.g., idle, which will enable a performance tool to interpret program behavior.
  - Certain API routines must be defined as async signal safe so that they can be invoked in a profiler’s signal handler as it processes interrupts generated by asynchronous sampling.
- Incorporating support for the API in an OpenMP runtime system should add negligible overhead to the runtime system if the interface is not in use by a tool.
- The API should define interfaces suitable for constructing instrumentation-based performance tools.
- Adding the API to an OpenMP runtime should not impose an unreasonable development burden on the runtime developer.
- The API should not impose an unreasonable development burden on tool implementers.

To support the OMPT interface for tools, an OpenMP runtime system must maintain information about the state of each OpenMP thread and provide a set of API calls that tools can use to interrogate the OpenMP runtime. Maintaining information about the state of each thread in the runtime system is not free and thus an OpenMP runtime system need not maintain state information unless a tool has registered its interest in this information. Without any explicit request to enable tool support, an OpenMP runtime need not maintain any state for the benefit of tools.

1.1.2 Minimally Compliant Implementation

OMPT has a small set of mandatory features that provide a common foundation for all performance tools. A runtime may also implement additional, optional, OMPT features used by some tools to gather extra information about a program execution. The features required by a minimally compliant implementation are summarized below.

- Maintain a unique numerical ID per OpenMP thread, parallel region, and task region. A minimal implementation may reuse the task ID required by OpenMP for nested locks.
- Maintain pointers into the stack for each OpenMP thread to distinguish frames for user procedures from frames for OpenMP runtime routines. Each OpenMP worker must maintain a pointer to the stack frame of the runtime routine containing its idle loop, if one exists on the stack.
- Maintain a state and a wait condition for each OpenMP thread. Mandatory states are idle, work serial, work parallel, and undefined.
- Provide callbacks to tools when encountering the following events: thread begin/end, parallel region begin/end, task region begin/end, a user-level tool control call, and runtime shutdown.
- Implement several async signal safe inquiry functions to retrieve information from the OpenMP runtime.
- Have the OpenMP runtime initiate a callback to a tool initialization routine as directed by the value of a new OpenMP environment variable (OMP_TOOL) and provide a function to register tool callbacks with the runtime.
1.2 Document Roadmap

This document first outlines various aspects of the OMPT tools API. Section 2 describes the state information maintained by the OpenMP runtime system on behalf of OMPT for use by tools. Section 3 describes the OMPT callbacks to notify a tool of various OpenMP runtime events during an execution. Section 4 describes the data structures used by the OMPT interface. Section 5 describes the runtime system inquiry operations supported by OMPT for the benefit of tools. Section 6 describes the OMPT API operations for tool initialization. Section 7 describes the tool control interface available to applications. Section 8 concludes with a few notes about potential future enhancements. Appendix A provides a definition of the complete OMPT interface in C. Appendix B illustrates the information that OMPT maintains about call stacks and the use of OMPT API routines to inspect it; this support enables tools to associate code executed in OpenMP parallel regions with application-level calling contexts.

2 Runtime States

To enable a tool to understand what an OpenMP thread is doing, when a tool registers itself with an OpenMP runtime system, the runtime will maintain state information for each OpenMP thread that can be queried by the tool. The state maintained for each thread by the OpenMP runtime is an approximation of the thread’s instantaneous state. OMPT uses the enumeration type ompt_state_t for states; Appendix A.1 defines this type. When the state of a thread not associated with the OpenMP runtime is queried, the runtime returns ompt_state_undefined.

For each OpenMP thread the runtime maintains not only a state but also an ompt_wait_id_t identifier. When a thread is waiting for a lock, critical region, ordered, or atomic, and the thread is in a wait state, then the thread’s wait_id field identifies the lock, critical construct, ordered construct, atomic construct, or internal variable upon which the thread is waiting. The semantics of the values used for a wait_id are implementation defined. A thread’s wait_id is undefined if the thread is not in a wait state.

States are classified as mandatory, optional, or flexible. Flexible states provide an OpenMP runtime with leeway to determine if and when to report transitions to a flexible state. For example, consider when a thread acquires a lock. One compliant runtime may transition a thread’s state to ompt_state_wait_lock (flexible state) early before the thread attempts to acquire a lock. Another compliant runtime may transition a thread’s state to ompt_state_wait_lock late, only if the thread begins to spin or block to wait for an unavailable lock. A third compliant runtime may transition a thread’s state to ompt_state_wait_lock even later, e.g., only after the thread waits for a significant amount of time.

State values 0 to 127 are reserved for current OMPT states and future extensions.

### Idle State

*ompt_state_idle* (mandatory)

The thread is idle while waiting to work on an OpenMP parallel region.

### Work States

*ompt_state_work_serial* (mandatory)

The thread is executing code outside all parallel regions.

*ompt_state_work_parallel* (mandatory)

The thread is executing code within the scope of a parallel region construct.

*ompt_state_work_reduction* (optional)

The thread is combining partial reduction results from threads in its team. A compliant runtime might never report a thread in this state; a thread combining partial reduction results may report its state as *ompt_state_work_parallel* or *ompt_state_overhead*.
Barrier Wait States

**ompt_state_wait_barrier** (flexible)

The thread is waiting at either an implicit or explicit barrier. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters a barrier, or late, when the thread begins to wait at the barrier. A compliant implementation may never report a thread in this state; instead a thread might report its state as **ompt_state_wait_barrier_implicit** or **ompt_state_wait_barrier_explicit**, as appropriate.

**ompt_state_wait_barrier_implicit** (flexible)

The thread is waiting at an implicit barrier in a parallel region. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters a barrier, or late, when the thread begins to wait at the barrier. A compliant runtime implementation may report **ompt_state_wait_barrier** for implicit barriers.

**ompt_state_wait_barrier_explicit** (flexible)

The thread is waiting at an explicit barrier in a parallel region. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters a barrier, or late, when the thread begins to wait at the barrier. A compliant runtime implementation may report **ompt_state_wait_barrier** for explicit barriers.

Task Wait States

**ompt_state_wait_taskwait** (flexible)

The thread is waiting at a taskwait construct. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters a taskwait construct, or late, when the thread begins to wait for an uncompleted task.

**ompt_state_wait_taskgroup** (flexible)

The thread is waiting at the end of a taskgroup construct. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters the end of a taskgroup construct, or late, when the thread begins to wait for an uncompleted task.

Mutex Wait States

**ompt_state_wait_lock** (**ompt_state_wait_nest_lock**) (flexible)

The thread is waiting for a lock (nest lock). A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when a thread encounters a lock (nest lock) set routine, or late, when the thread begins to wait for a lock (nest lock).

Before a thread enters this state, the OpenMP runtime system will update the thread’s **ompt_wait_id_t** field to identify the lock (nest lock) being acquired.

**ompt_state_wait_critical** (flexible)

The thread is waiting to enter a critical region. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters a critical construct, or late, when the thread begins to wait to enter the critical region. A compliant implementation may report a thread waiting to enter a critical region in **ompt_state_wait_lock** if waiting for a lock associated with the construct.

Before a thread enters this state, the OpenMP runtime system will update the thread’s **ompt_wait_id_t** field to identify the critical construct or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the critical construct.
ompt_state_wait_atomic (flexible)

The thread is waiting to enter an atomic region. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters an atomic construct, or late, when the thread begins to wait to enter the atomic region. A compliant implementation may report a thread waiting to enter an atomic region in ompt_state_wait_lock if waiting for a lock associated with the atomic construct. A compliant implementation may opt to not report this state, for example, when using atomic hardware instructions, which allow non-blocking atomic implementations.

Before a thread enters this state, the OpenMP runtime system will update the thread’s ompt_wait_id_t field to identify the atomic construct, a program variable, or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the atomic construct.

ompt_state_wait_ordered (flexible)

The thread is waiting to enter an ordered region. A compliant implementation may have a thread enter this state early, when the thread encounters an ordered construct, or late, when the thread begins to wait to enter the ordered region. A compliant implementation may report a thread waiting to enter an ordered region in ompt_state_wait_lock if waiting for a lock associated with the ordered construct.

Before a thread enters this state, the OpenMP runtime system will update the thread’s ompt_wait_id_t field to identify the ordered construct or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the ordered construct.

Overhead State

ompt_state_overhead (optional)

A thread may be reported as being in the overhead state at any point while executing within an OpenMP runtime system, e.g., while preparing a parallel region, preparing a new explicit task, preparing a worksharing region, or preparing to execute iterations of a parallel loop. It is compliant to report some or all OpenMP runtime overhead as work.

Miscellaneous States

ompt_state_undefined (mandatory)

This state is reserved for threads that are not user threads, initial threads, threads currently in an OpenMP team, or threads waiting to become part of an OpenMP team.

ompt_state_first (mandatory)

This state is a placeholder exclusively reserved for use by the OMPT runtime call omptEnumerateState (see Section 5.1), which is used to enumerate all available runtime states. A thread will never be reported in this state.

3 Events

This section describes callback events that an OpenMP runtime may provide for use by a tool. OMPT uses the enumeration type ompt_event_t for events; Appendix A.2 defines this type. A tool need not register a callback for any particular event. In most cases, an OpenMP runtime system will not make any callback unless a tool has registered to receive it. The exception to this rule is begin/end event pairs. To implement event notifications efficiently, a runtime may assume that for certain begin/end event pairs if one event of the pair has a callback registered, the other will have a callback defined as well. When this exception applies, it will be noted for affected events.

Callbacks for different events may have different type signatures. The type signature for an event’s callback is noted with the event definition. Appendix A.3 defines type signatures for callback events.
There are two classes of events: mandatory events and optional events. Mandatory events must be implemented in any compliant OpenMP runtime implementation. Optional events are grouped in sets of related events. Except for begin/end pairs as noted, support for any particular optional event can be included or omitted at the discretion of a runtime system implementer.

3.1 Mandatory Events

The following callback events are mandatory and must be supported by a compliant OpenMP runtime system.

**Threads**

**ompt_event_thread_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback in the context of an initial thread just after it initializes the OpenMP runtime for itself, or in the context of a new thread created by the OpenMP runtime system just after the thread initializes itself. In either case, this callback must be the first callback for a thread and must occur before the thread executes any OpenMP tasks. The type of the thread (ompt_thread_initial, ompt_thread_worker, or ompt_thread_other) is passed as an argument to the callback. This callback has type signature ompt_thread_type_callback_t.

**ompt_event_thread_end**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback after an OpenMP thread completes all of its tasks but before the thread is destroyed. The callback executes in the context of the OpenMP thread. This callback must be the last callback event for any thread of type ompt_thread_worker; it is optional for other types of threads. This callback has type signature ompt_thread_type_callback_t.

**Parallel Regions**

**ompt_event_parallel_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback after a task encounters a parallel construct but before any implicit task starts to execute the parallel region’s work. The callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the parallel construct. This callback has type signature ompt_new_parallel_callback_t, and includes a parameter that indicates the number of threads requested by the user. A tool may use this value as an upper bound on the number of threads that will participate in the team.

**ompt_event_parallel_end**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback after a parallel region executes its closing synchronization barrier but before resuming execution of the parent task. The callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the parallel construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

**Tasks**

**ompt_event_task_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback after a task encounters a task construct but before the new explicit task executes. The callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the task construct. This callback has type signature ompt_new_task_callback_t.

**ompt_event_task_end**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback after an explicit task completes but before the thread resumes execution of another task. The callback executes in the context of an arbitrary task on the thread that completed the explicit task. This callback has type signature ompt_task_callback_t.
ompt_event_control

If the user program calls \texttt{ompt_control}, the OpenMP runtime invokes this callback. The callback executes in the environment of the user control call; the arguments passed to the callback are the values passed by the user to \texttt{ompt_control}. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_control_callback_t}.

\section*{Termination}

\texttt{ompt_event_runtime_shutdown}

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback before it shuts down the runtime system. This callback enables a tool to clean up its state and record or report its measurement data, as appropriate. A runtime may later restart and reinitialize the tool by calling the tool initializer function (\texttt{ompt_initialize}, described in Section 6.1) again. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_callback_t}.

\section*{3.2 Optional Events}

This section describes two sets of events. The first set of events is intended primarily for use by sampling-based performance tools that employ a strategy known as blame shifting to attribute waiting to activity in contexts that cause other threads to wait rather than contexts in which waiting is observed. The second set of events, in combination with other mandatory and optional events, enables instrumentation-based tools to receive notification for any or all OpenMP runtime events as they occur.

Support for these events is optional. An OpenMP runtime system remains compliant even if it supports none of the events in this section.

\subsection*{3.2.1 Events for Blame Shifting (Optional)}

This section describes callback events used by sampling-based performance tools that employ blame shifting to transfer blame for waiting from contexts where waiting is observed to contexts responsible for the waiting.\footnote{The utility of blame shifting has previously been demonstrated for attributing idling while waiting to steal work in a work-stealing runtime [4], and spin waiting to acquire a lock [5].}

Using these callbacks, a tool employing blame shifting can attribute time that a thread spends waiting for a lock to the context of the lock holder. Similarly, time that threads spend waiting at a barrier can be attributed back to code being executed by working threads while other threads wait.

The events listed immediately below are used by an OpenMP runtime to notify a tool when various kinds of idling begin and end. Since idling indicates the absence of any activity, a thread will not receive any event notification between begin and end notifications for idling.

\subsection*{Idle State Entry/Exit}

\texttt{ompt_event_idle_begin}

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a thread starts to idle outside a parallel region. The callback executes in the environment of the idling thread. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_thread_callback_t}.

\textit{Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for \texttt{ompt_event_idle_end} must also be registered.}

\texttt{ompt_event_idle_end}

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a thread finishes idling outside a parallel region. The callback executes in the environment of the thread that is about to resume useful work. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_thread_callback_t}.

\textit{Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for \texttt{ompt_event_idle_begin} must also be registered.}
Barrier Idling

**ompt_event_wait_barrier_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when an implicit task starts to wait in a barrier region. One barrier region may generate multiple pairs of barrier begin and end callbacks in a task, e.g., if waiting at the barrier occurs in multiple stages or if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits at the barrier. The callback executes in the context of an implicit task waiting for a barrier region to complete. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

*Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for `ompt_event_wait_barrier_end` must also be registered.*

**ompt_event_wait_barrier_end**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when an implicit task finishes waiting in a barrier region. One barrier region may generate multiple pairs of barrier begin and end callbacks in a task, e.g., if waiting at the barrier occurs in multiple stages or if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits at the barrier. The callback executes in the context of an implicit task waiting for a barrier region to complete. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

*Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for `ompt_event_wait_barrier_begin` must also be registered.*

Taskwait Idling

**ompt_event_wait_taskwait_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a thread starts to wait in a taskwait region. One taskwait region may generate multiple pairs of taskwait begin and end callbacks if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits at the taskwait. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskwait construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

*Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for `ompt_event_wait_taskwait_end` must also be registered.*

**ompt_event_wait_taskwait_end**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a task finishes waiting in a taskwait region. One taskwait region may generate multiple pairs of taskwait begin and end callbacks if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits in the taskwait region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskwait construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

*Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for `ompt_event_wait_taskwait_begin` must also be registered.*

Taskgroup Idling

**ompt_event_wait_taskgroup_begin**

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a task starts to wait for a taskgroup region to complete. One taskgroup region may generate multiple pairs of taskgroup begin and end callbacks if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits in the taskgroup region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskgroup construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

*Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for `ompt_event_wait_taskgroup_end` must also be registered.*
The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback when a task finishes waiting for a taskgroup region to complete. One taskgroup region may generate multiple pairs of taskgroup begin and end callbacks if another task is scheduled on this thread while it waits in the taskgroup region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskgroup construct. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt\_parallel\_callback\_t}.

\textit{Note: If this callback is registered, the callback for \texttt{ompt\_event\_wait\_taskgroup\_begin} must also be registered.}

\section*{Lock Release}

\texttt{ompt\_event\_release\_lock}

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task releases a lock. This callback executes in the context of the task that called \texttt{omp\_unset\_lock}; its \texttt{wait\_id} parameter identifies the released lock. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt\_wait\_callback\_t}.

\textit{Note: This callback may be useful to an instrumentation-based tool to terminate an interval beginning with \texttt{ompt\_event\_acquired\_lock}.}

\texttt{ompt\_event\_release\_nest\_lock\_last}

The OpenMP runtime invokes this callback for certain releases of a nest lock. If a task acquires a nest lock \(n\) times, this callback occurs only after the \(n\)th release. The inner \(n-1\) releases are reported as \texttt{ompt\_event\_release\_nest\_lock\_prev} events. This callback executes in the context of the task that called \texttt{omp\_unset\_nest\_lock}; its \texttt{wait\_id} parameter identifies the nest lock released. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt\_wait\_callback\_t}.

\textit{Note: This callback may be useful to an instrumentation-based tool to terminate an interval beginning with \texttt{ompt\_event\_acquired\_nest\_lock\_first}.}

\section*{Critical Release}

\texttt{ompt\_event\_release\_critical}

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task exits a critical region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the critical construct; its \texttt{wait\_id} parameter identifies the critical construct or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the critical construct that was exited. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt\_wait\_callback\_t}.

\textit{Note: This callback may be useful to an instrumentation-based tool to terminate an interval beginning with \texttt{ompt\_event\_acquired\_critical}.}

\section*{Ordered Release}

\texttt{ompt\_event\_release\_ordered}

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task exits an ordered region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the ordered construct; its \texttt{wait\_id} parameter identifies the ordered construct or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the ordered construct that was exited. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt\_wait\_callback\_t}.

\textit{Note: This callback may be useful to an instrumentation-based tool to terminate an interval beginning with \texttt{ompt\_event\_acquired\_ordered}.}
Atomic Release

`ompt_event_release_atomic`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task completes an atomic region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the atomic construct; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the atomic construct, a program variable, or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the atomic construct being exited.

If an atomic block is implemented using a hardware instruction, then an OpenMP runtime may choose never to report this event. However, if an atomic region is implemented using any mechanism that involves a software protocol that spin waits or retries, then an OpenMP runtime developer should consider reporting this event to accept blame for any spin waiting or retries that the atomic region causes. Examples of spinning in software include spin waiting for a critical region used to implement atomics, or retrying atomic operations implemented using hardware primitives that may fail. Examples of hardware primitives that could fail with explicit retries in software include transactional instructions, load-linked/store-conditional, or compare-and-swap.

This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

Note: This callback may be useful to an instrumentation-based tool to terminate an interval beginning with `ompt_event_acquired_atomic`.

3.2.2 Events for Instrumentation-based Measurement Tools (Optional)

The following set of events, in combination with other mandatory and optional events, enables instrumentation-based tools to receive notification for any or all OpenMP runtime events as they occur.

Task Creation and Destruction

`ompt_event_implicit_task_begin`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback, after an implicit task is fully initialized but before the task executes its work. This callback executes in the context of the new implicit task. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_implicit_task_end`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after an implicit task executes its closing synchronization barrier but before returning to idle or the task is destroyed. The callback executes in the context of the implicit task. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_initial_task_begin`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback, just after an initial implicit task is fully initialized but before it starts to execute. This callback executes in the context of an initial task. This callback has type signature `ompt_task_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_initial_task_end`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when an initial implicit task ends but before the task is destroyed. The callback executes in the context of the initial implicit task. This callback has type signature `ompt_task_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_task_switch`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after it suspends one task and before it resumes another task. This callback executes in the context of the resumed task. If the suspended task actually completed and its data structure was deallocated, the value of the `suspended_task_id` parameter is 0. This callback has type signature `ompt_task_switch_callback_t`.  
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Lock Creation and Destruction

`ompt_event_init_lock (ompt_event_init_nest_lock)`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after a task initializes a lock (nest lock). This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_init_lock (omp_init_nest_lock)`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_destroy_lock (ompt_event_destroy_nest_lock)`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just before a task destroys a lock (nest lock). This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_destroy_lock (omp_destroy_nest_lock)`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

Loops

`ompt_event_loop_begin`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task encounters a loop construct but before the task executes its first iteration of the loop. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the loop. This callback has type signature `ompt_new_workshare_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_loop_end`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task executes its last iteration of a loop region but before the task executes the loop barrier (wait) or the statement following the loop (nowait). This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the loop. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

Sections

`ompt_event_sections_begin`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback before a task executes its first section in a sections region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the sections construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_new_workshare_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_sections_end`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task executes its last section in a sections region and before the task executes the section barrier (wait) or the statement following the section construct (nowait). This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the sections construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

Single Blocks

`ompt_event_single_in_block_begin`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task encounters a single construct but before it executes the code block of the single construct. This callback executes in the context of the task that will execute the single code block. This callback has type signature `ompt_new_workshare_callback_t`.

`ompt_event_single_in_block_end`

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task executes the code block of a single construct but before the task executes the single barrier (wait) or the statement following the single construct (nowait). This callback executes in the context of the task that executed the single code block. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`. 
ompt_event_single_others_begin

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when a task that encounters a single construct is not chosen to execute the single code block. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the single construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

ompt_event_single_others_end

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback in a task after that task reports event ompt_event_single_others_begin but before the task executes the single barrier (wait) or the statement following the single construct (nowait). This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the single construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

Workshares

ompt_event_workshare_begin

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task encounters a workshare construct but before the task executes its first unit of work for the workshare. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the workshare construct. This callback has type signature ompt_new_workshare_callback_t.

ompt_event_workshare_end

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task executes its last unit of work for a workshare and before the task executes the workshare barrier (wait) or the statement following the workshare construct (nowait). This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the workshare construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

Master Blocks

ompt_event_master_begin

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after the implicit task of a master thread encounters a master construct but before the task executes the master region. This callback executes in the context of the master task of a team. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

ompt_event_master_end

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after the implicit task of a master thread executed the master region but before the task executes the statement following the master construct. This callback executes in the context of the master task of a team. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

Barriers

ompt_event_barrier_begin

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback before an implicit task begins execution of a barrier region. This callback executes in the context of the implicit task that encountered the barrier construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.

ompt_event_barrier_end

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after an implicit task exits a barrier region. This callback executes in the context of the implicit task that encountered the barrier construct. This callback has type signature ompt_parallel_callback_t.
**Taskwait**

**ompt_event_taskwait_begin**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task encounters a taskwait construct but before the task begins execution of the taskwait region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskwait construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

**ompt_event_taskwait_end**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task exits a taskwait region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskwait construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

**Taskgroup**

**ompt_event_taskgroup_begin**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback before a task begins execution of a taskgroup region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskgroup construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

**ompt_event_taskgroup_end**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task exits a taskgroup region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the taskgroup construct. This callback has type signature `ompt_parallel_callback_t`.

**Locks**

**ompt_event_wait_lock**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback if a task enters the `ompt_state_wait_lock` state. This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_set_lock`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

**ompt_event_acquired_lock**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after a task acquires a lock. This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_set_lock`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

**Nest Locks**

**ompt_event_wait_nest_lock**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when a task enters the `ompt_state_wait_nest_lock` state. This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_set_nest_lock`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the nest lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.

**ompt_event_acquired_nest_lock_first**
The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after a task acquires a nest lock for the first time. This callback executes in the context of the task that called `omp_set_nest_lock`; its `wait_id` parameter identifies the nest lock. This callback has type signature `ompt_wait_callback_t`.
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ompt_event_release_nest_lock_prev

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback after a task releases a nest lock that is still owned by this task after the release. If a nest lock was acquired \( n \) times by the same task, this callback occurs for the inner \( n - 1 \) releases. The \( n^\text{th} \) release is handled by the \texttt{ompt_event_release_nest_lock_last} event. This callback executes in the context of the task that called \texttt{omp_unset_nest_lock}; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the nest lock unset. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

ompt_event_acquired_nest_lock_next

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after this task acquires a nest lock that was already owned by this task. This callback executes in the context of the task that called \texttt{omp_unset_nest_lock}; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the nest lock set. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

### Critical Sections

ompt_event_wait_critical

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when this task enters the \texttt{ompt_state_wait_critical} state. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the critical construct; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the critical construct. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

ompt_event_acquired_critical

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after this task enters a critical region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the critical construct; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the critical region being entered. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

### Ordered Sections

ompt_event_wait_ordered

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when this task enters the \texttt{ompt_state_wait_ordered} state. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the ordered construct; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the ordered construct. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

ompt_event_acquired_ordered

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after this task enters an ordered region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the ordered construct; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies a variable associated with the ordered construct. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.

### Atomic Blocks

ompt_event_wait_atomic

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback when this task enters the \texttt{ompt_state_wait_atomic} state. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the atomic construct; its \texttt{wait_id} parameter identifies the atomic construct, a program variable, or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the atomic construct being awaited. This callback has type signature \texttt{ompt_wait_callback_t}.
ompt_event_acquired_atomic

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after this task enters an atomic region. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the atomic construct; its wait_id parameter identifies the atomic construct, a program variable, or an internal runtime variable (e.g., a lock) associated with the atomic construct being awaited. This callback has type signature ompt_wait_callback_t.

Miscellaneous

ompt_event_flush

The OpenMP runtime system invokes this callback just after performing a flush operation. This callback executes in the context of the task that encountered the flush construct. This callback has type signature ompt_thread_callback_t.

4 Tool Data Structures

4.1 Thread Identifier (Mandatory)

Each OpenMP thread has an associated ompt_thread_id_t that uniquely identifies the thread.

typedef uint64_t ompt_thread_id_t;

The ompt_thread_id_t is unique across all thread instances. A OpenMP thread is assigned an ID when the thread begins. A thread’s ID is passed to callbacks associated with the begin/end of the thread. A thread ID can be retrieved on demand by invoking the ompt_get_thread_id function (described in Section 5.2). Tools should not assume that ompt_thread_id_t values are consecutive or small. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid thread id.

4.2 Parallel Region Identifier (Mandatory)

Each OpenMP parallel region has an associated ompt_parallel_id_t that uniquely identifies the region.

typedef uint64_t ompt_parallel_id_t;

The ompt_parallel_id_t for a parallel region is unique across all parallel regions. A parallel region is assigned an ID when the region is created. A parallel region’s ID is passed to callbacks associated with begin/end of the parallel region, as well as callbacks that occur in the context of the parallel region. A parallel region ID can be retrieved on demand by invoking the ompt_get_parallel_id function (described in Section 5.3). Tools should not assume that ompt_parallel_id_t values for adjacent regions are consecutive. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid parallel id.

4.3 Task Region Identifier (Mandatory)

Each OpenMP task region has an associated ompt_task_id_t that uniquely identifies the task region. This holds for implicit tasks, including the initial task, as well as for explicit tasks.

typedef uint64_t ompt_task_id_t;

The ompt_task_id_t for a task region is unique across all task regions. A task region is assigned an ID when the region is created. A task region’s ID is passed to callbacks associated with begin/end of the task region. A task region’s ID can be retrieved on demand by invoking the ompt_get_task_id function (described in Section 5.4). Tools should not assume that ompt_task_id_t values for adjacent task regions are consecutive. The value 0 is reserved to indicate an invalid task id.

An initial task will also have its own unique task region ID.
exit / reenter | reenter = null | reenter = defined
--- | --- | ---
exit = null | case 1) initial task in user code | task in runtime because of a parallel region or a task creation
| case 2) explicit task that is created but not yet scheduled | 
exit = defined | non-initial task in (or soon to be in) user code | non-initial task in runtime because of a parallel region or a task creation

Table 1: Meaning of various values for `exit_runtime_frame` and `reenter_runtime_frame`.

### 4.4 Wait Identifier (Mandatory)

Each thread instance maintains an `ompt_wait_id_t`. When a thread is waiting for something, the thread’s wait ID identifies what the thread is awaiting.

```c
typedef uint64_t ompt_wait_id_t;
```

For example, when a thread is waiting for a lock, the thread’s wait ID identifies the lock. The thread’s wait ID is passed to callbacks associated with wait events, and also can be retrieved on demand by invoking the `ompt_get_state` function (described in Section 5.2). When a thread is not in a wait state, a thread’s wait ID has an undefined value. Value 0 is reserved to indicate an undefined wait ID.

### 4.5 Pointers to Support Classification of Stack Frames (Mandatory)

Each implicit or explicit task region provides an `ompt_frame_t` data structure which contains pointers to OpenMP runtime procedure frames that appear above and below procedure frames associated with user task code.

```c
typedef struct ompt_frame_s {
    void *exit_runtime_frame; /* next frame is user code */
    void *reenter_runtime_frame; /* previous frame is user code */
} ompt_frame_t;
```

The structure’s lifetime begins when a task region is created and ends when the task region is destroyed. While the value of the structure is preserved over the lifetime of the task, tools should not assume that the address of a structure remains constant over its lifetime. Frame data is passed to some callbacks; it can also be retrieved asynchronously for a task by invoking the `ompt_get_task_frame` function (described in Section 5.4) in a signal handler. Frame data contains two components:

- **exit_runtime_frame** This value is set once, the first time that a task exits the runtime to begin executing user code. This field points to the stack frame of the runtime procedure that called the user code. This value is NULL just until before the task exits the runtime.

- **reenter_runtime_frame** This value is set each time that current task re-enters the runtime to create new (implicit or explicit) tasks. This field points to the stack frame of the runtime procedure called by a task to re-enter the runtime. This value is NULL until just after the task re-enters the runtime.

Table 1 describes the meaning of this structure with various values. In the presence of nested parallelism, a tool may observe a sequence of `ompt_frame_t` records for a thread. Appendix B discusses an example that illustrates the use of `ompt_frame_t` records with nested parallelism.

The live range of the `ompt_frame_t` for a given task starts at the `ompt_event_task_begin`, `ompt_event_implicit_task_begin`, or `ompt_event_initial_task_begin` event and lasts until the `ompt_event_task_end`, `ompt_event_implicit_task_end`, or `ompt_event_initial_task_end` event, inclusively.
Advice to tool implementers: A monitoring tool using asynchronous sampling can observe values of `exit_runtime_frame` and `reenter_runtime_frame` at inconvenient times. Tools must be prepared to observe and handle frame exit and reenter values that have not yet been set or reset as the program enters or returns to the runtime.

5 Inquiry Functions for Tools

Inquiry functions retrieve data from the execution environment for the tools. All functions in the inquiry API are marked with `OMPT_API`. These functions should not be global symbols in an OpenMP runtime system implementation to avoid tempting tool developers to call them directly. Section 6.1 describes how a tool will obtain pointers to these inquiry functions. All inquiry functions are async signal safe. Note that it is unsafe to call OpenMP Execution Library Routines within an OMPT callback because doing so may cause deadlock. Specifically, since OpenMP Execution Library Routines are not guaranteed to be async signal safe, they might acquire a lock that may already be held when an OMPT callback is involved.

5.1 Enumerate States Supported by an OpenMP Runtime (Mandatory)

An OpenMP runtime system is allowed to support other states in addition to those described in this document. For instance, a particular runtime system may want to provide more detail about the nature of runtime overhead, e.g., to differentiate between overhead associated with setting up a parallel region and overhead associated with setting up a task. Further, a tool need not report all states defined herein, e.g., if state tracking for a particular state would be too expensive. To enable a tool to identify all states that an OpenMP runtime system implements, OMPT provides the following interface for enumerating all states that a particular runtime system implementation may report.

```
OMPT_API int omptEnumerateState(
    ompt_state_t current_state,
    ompt_state_t *next_state,
    const char **next_state_name
);
```

To begin enumerating the states that a runtime system supports, the value `ompt_state_first` should be supplied for `current_state` in the call to `omptEnumerateState` that begins the enumeration. The argument `next_state` is a pointer to an `ompt_state_t` that will be set to the code for the next state in the enumeration. The argument `next_state_name` is a pointer to a location that will be filled in with a pointer to the name associated with `next_state`. Subsequent invocations of `omptEnumerateState` should pass the code returned in `next_state` by the prior call. Whenever one or more states are left in the enumeration, `omptEnumerateState` will return 1. When the last state in the enumeration is passed to `omptEnumerateState` as `current_state`, the function will return 0 indicating that the enumeration is complete. An example of how to enumerate the states supported by an OpenMP runtime system is shown below:

```
ompt_state_t state = ompt_state_first;
const char *state_name;
while (omptEnumerateState(state, &state, &state_name)) {
    // tool notes that the runtime supports ompt_state_t "state"
    // associated with "state_name"
}
```

5.2 Thread Inquiry (Mandatory)

Function `ompt_get_thread_id` is the inquiry function to determine the thread ID of the current thread.

```
OMPT_API ompt_thread_id_t ompt_get_thread_id();
```
This function returns the value 0 if the thread is unknown to the OpenMP runtime. *This function is async signal safe.*

Function `ompt_get_state` is the inquiry function to determine the state of the current thread.

```c
OMPT_API ompt_state_t ompt_get_state(
    ompt_wait_id_t *wait_id
);
```

The function returns the state of the current thread and updates the location specified by `wait_id` with the wait identifier associated with the current state, if any, or zero if the wait ID is undefined. One may pass NULL for `wait_id` if the tool does not want a wait ID returned. *This function is async signal safe.*

Function `ompt_get_idle_frame` is the inquiry function to determine the lowest frame in the current thread’s call stack where the thread would await new work.

```c
OMPT_API void * ompt_get_idle_frame();
```

We specify the lowest frame where a thread would await work since the thread might call a routine to check for work or a routine that blocks on a condition variable from this frame. The function `ompt_get_idle_frame` returns the value NULL when the current thread has no idle frame in its call stack. Note that this function always returns NULL for an OpenMP initial thread. *This function is async signal safe.*

### 5.3 Parallel Region Inquiry (Mandatory)

Function `ompt_get_parallel_id` returns the unique ID associated with a parallel region:

```c
OMPT_API ompt_parallel_id_t ompt_get_parallel_id(
    int ancestor_level
);
```

Outside a parallel region, `ompt_get_parallel_id` should return 0. If a thread is in the idle state, then `ompt_get_parallel_id` should return 0. In all other cases, the thread should return the ID of the enclosing parallel region, even if the thread is waiting at a barrier.

The function takes an ancestor level as an argument. By specifying different values for ancestor level, one can access information about all enclosing parallel regions. The meaning of different values for the `ancestor_level` argument to `ompt_get_parallel_id` is given in Table 2.

The function returns the value 0 when requesting higher levels of ancestry than exist. *This function is async signal safe.*

Function `ompt_get_parallel_team_size` returns the number of threads associated with a parallel region:

```c
OMPT_API int ompt_get_parallel_team_size(
    int ancestor_level
);
```

This function returns the value -1 when requesting higher levels of ancestry than exist. *This function is async signal safe.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ancestor level</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>current parallel region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>parallel region directly enclosing region at ancestor level 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>parallel region directly enclosing region at ancestor level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Meaning of different values for the `ancestor_level` argument to `ompt_get_parallel_id`. 

This function is async signal safe.
5.4 Task Region Inquiry (Mandatory)

The OMPT interface defines two inquiry functions that provide information about both implicit and explicit tasks. Both functions \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_id} and \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_frame} specify a target task by a depth. Depth 0 refers to the current task. Information about other tasks in the current execution context may be queried at higher depths. \textit{Both functions are async signal safe.}

The function \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_id} returns an ID for the specified task region.

\begin{verbatim}
OMPT_API ompt_task_id_t *ompt_get_task_id(
    int depth
);
\end{verbatim}

If a tool requests a task ID at a depth deeper than the dynamic nesting of implicit and explicit tasks in the current execution context, \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_id} will return 0—the value reserved to indicate an invalid task.

Function \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_frame} returns an \texttt{ompt\_frame\_t} record that identifies a contiguous interval of frames on the call stack. This interval of stack frames represents activity by the application rather than the OpenMP runtime system.

\begin{verbatim}
OMPT_API ompt_frame_t *ompt_get_task_frame(
    int depth
);
\end{verbatim}

Using return values from \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_frame}, a tool that collects the call stack of a thread can analyze frames in the call stack and identify ones that exist on behalf of the runtime system.\footnote{A frame on the call stack is said to exist on behalf of an OpenMP runtime system if it is a frame for a runtime system routine, or if it belongs to a library function called by a runtime system routine, directly or indirectly.} This capability enables a tool to map from an implementation-level view back to the source-level view familiar to application developers. Appendix B discusses an example that illustrates the use of \texttt{ompt\_get\_task\_frame} with multiple threads and nested parallelism.

6 Initializing OMPT Support for Tools

If no tool registers itself with an OpenMP runtime during initialization (as described below in Section 6.1), the runtime need not maintain information to support tools and the runtime’s behavior is undefined if a tool invokes any API inquiry functions. Section 6.1 describes tool initialization. Section 6.2 describes environment variable control over tool initialization.

6.1 Initialization of a Tool

A tool must register itself with an OpenMP runtime system and then specify callbacks for events of interest. Section 6.1.1 describes the initializer for a tool. Section 6.1.2 describes registration of callbacks for OMPT events.

6.1.1 Initializer (Mandatory)

A tool must register itself with an OpenMP runtime by providing an implementation of the following function:

\begin{verbatim}
extern "C" {
    int ompt_initialize(ompt_function_lookup_t lookup,
                        const char *runtime_version,
                        unsigned int ompt_version);
}
\end{verbatim}

Since only one tool-provided definition of \texttt{ompt\_initialize} will be seen by an OpenMP runtime, only one tool may register itself. Ordinarily, \texttt{ompt\_initialize} will be invoked by an OpenMP runtime immediately after the runtime initializes itself.
The function `ompt_initialize` serves two roles. First, if a tool wants to receive notification of OpenMP events (described in Section 3), the tool’s implementation of `ompt_initialize` must register a callback for every event of interest using `ompt_set_callback` (described in Section 6.1.2). Second, the return value of `ompt_initialize` indicates whether or not a tool wants the OpenMP runtime system to maintain thread runtime state information for the tool and invoke any callback functions that the tool may have registered.

A tool-supplied implementation may return 0 or 1. If `ompt_initialize` returns 0, the OpenMP runtime need not maintain any state information for OpenMP threads and will not perform any callbacks. If a tool-supplied implementation of `ompt_initialize` returns 1, the OpenMP runtime system will maintain state information for each OpenMP thread and will perform any callbacks that have been registered by the tool.

The first argument to `ompt_initialize` is `lookup`—a callback that a tool must use to interrogate the runtime system to obtain pointers to OMPT interface functions. The type signature for `lookup` is:

```c
ompt_interface_fn_t lookup(const char *interface_function_name);
```

The `lookup` callback is necessary because when the OpenMP runtime is dynamically loaded by a shared library, the OMPT interface functions provided by the library may be invisible to a preloaded tool. Within a tool, one uses `lookup` to obtain function pointers to each OMPT inquiry function. For example, to obtain a function pointer to `ompt_get_thread_id`, one invokes `lookup` as follows:

```c
ompt_interface_fn_t ompt_get_thread_id_ptr = lookup("ompt_get_thread_id");
```

If a named callback is not available in an OpenMP runtime’s implementation of OMPT, `lookup` will return NULL.

The second argument to `ompt_initialize` is a version string that unambiguously identifies an OpenMP runtime system implementation. This argument is useful to tool developers trying to debug a statically-linked executable that contains both a tool implementation and an OpenMP runtime system implementation. Knowing exactly what version of an OpenMP runtime system is present in a binary may be helpful when diagnosing a problem, e.g., identifying an old runtime system that may be incompatible with a newer tool.

The third argument `ompt_version` indicates the version of the OMPT interface supported by a runtime system. The version of OMPT described by this document is known as version 1.

After a process fork, if OpenMP is re-initialized in the child process, the OpenMP runtime system in the child process will call `ompt_initialize` under the same conditions as it would for any process.

### 6.1.2 Callback Registration (Mandatory)

Tools register callbacks to receive notification of various events that occur as an OpenMP program executes. All functions in the registration API are marked with `OMPT_API`. These functions should not be global symbols in an OpenMP runtime system implementation to avoid tempting tool developers to call them directly. Section 6.1.1 describes how a tool will obtain pointers to these functions. A tool uses `ompt_set_callback` to register callback functions.

```c
OMPT_API int ompt_set_callback(
    ompt_event_t event,
    ompt_callback_t callback
);
```

The function `ompt_set_callback` may only be called within the implementation of `ompt_initialize` provided by a tool, as described in Section 6.1.1. The possible return codes for `ompt_set_callback` and their meaning is shown in Table 3. Registration of supported callbacks may fail if this function is called outside `ompt_initialize`. The `ompt_callback_t` type for a callback does not reflect the actual signature of the callback; OMPT uses this generic type to avoid the need to declare a separate registration function for each actual callback type.

The function `ompt_get_callback` may be called at any time to inspect whether a callback has been registered or not.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>return code</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>callback registration error (e.g., callbacks cannot be registered at this time).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>event may occur; no callback is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>event will never occur in runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>event may occur; callback invoked when convenient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>event may occur; callback always invoked when event occurs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Meaning of return codes for `ompt_set_callback`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OMP_TOOL value</th>
<th>action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>disabled</td>
<td>OMPT is disabled regardless of whether a tool is present or not. The OpenMP runtime is not required to maintain any information about thread state nor support any invocation of the inquiry API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enabled</td>
<td><code>ompt_initialize</code> is called after the OpenMP runtime initializes itself. If the return value from <code>ompt_initialize</code> is 1, the OpenMP runtime must maintain runtime state information for each OpenMP thread, respond to any invocations of the inquiry API, and invoke any registered callbacks when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: OpenMP runtime responses to settings of the OMP_TOOL environment variable.

```c
OMPT_API int ompt_get_callback(
    ompt_event_t event,
    ompt_callback_t *callback
);
```

If a callback has been registered, `ompt_get_callback` will return 1 and set `callback` to the address of the callback function; otherwise, `ompt_get_callback` will return 0.

### 6.2 An Environment Variable for Tool Initialization (Mandatory)

The environment variable OMP_TOOL is used to control tool initialization. Table 4 describes actions an OpenMP runtime system takes in response to various values of OMP_TOOL. When OMP_TOOL is not defined, its default value is enabled.

An OpenMP runtime will attempt to initialize a tool if OMP_TOOL is enabled. If the OpenMP runtime calls `ompt_initialize`, but no tool-provided version of `ompt_initialize` is present, a weak version of `ompt_initialize` provided by the OpenMP runtime will return 0. If a tool-provided version of `ompt_initialize` is present, it may return 0 or 1. Only if `ompt_initialize` returns 1 is the OpenMP runtime obligated to perform state tracking and invoke any event callbacks registered by `ompt_initialize`.

If OMP_TOOL is set to disabled, the OpenMP runtime will not call `ompt_initialize` to attempt tool initialization, maintain any thread state information for tools, or make any tool callbacks.

Behavior for any other values of OMP_TOOL is unspecified.

### 6.3 Implementation Considerations for Tool Initialization

Unless OMP_TOOL=disabled, if a tool-supplied implementation of `ompt_initialize` is present in the address space of a process and visible to the OpenMP runtime system, the tool-supplied `ompt_initialize` must be called immediately after the OpenMP runtime system initializes itself.

Whether a tool-supplied implementation of `ompt_initialize` defined as a strong global symbol is visible to an OpenMP runtime system when present in the address space of a process is non-obvious. There are several scenarios to consider. A tool-supplied version of `ompt_initialize` is visible to an OpenMP runtime system if:
• The tool implementation of `ompt_initialize` is statically-linked into an executable. Such an implementation of `ompt_initialize` will be visible to an OpenMP runtime system regardless of whether the runtime is statically linked into the executable or dynamically-linked into a shared library.

• An implementation of `ompt_initialize` is in a tool’s shared library, which we denote $L_T$. Such an implementation of `ompt_initialize` will be visible to an OpenMP runtime system in a library $L_O$ as long as (a) $L_O$ is a shared library itself, and (b) $L_T$ is in the dynamic library search path for $L_O$ ahead of $L_O$ itself. $L_T$ is guaranteed to be on $L_O$’s dynamic library search path ahead of $L_O$ iff

  - $L_T$ is pre-loaded by the dynamic linker into the address space of a process before execution begins.\(^4\)
  - $L_T$ and $L_O$ are both direct shared library dependences of a load module\(^5\) and $L_T$ appeared ahead of $L_O$ when linking the load module.
  - A load module dynamically loads $L_T$ ahead of a shared library $L_X$ (because $L_T$ preceded $L_X$ when the load module was linked), and $L_X$ directly or indirectly loads $L_O$.

The recommended approach for handling initialization in the OpenMP runtime system for a particular target platform depends on the features supported by compiler, linker, and operating system.

**Compiler and linker support weak symbols.** On systems where the compiler and linker support weak symbols, it is convenient for the OpenMP runtime system to define `ompt_initialize` as a weak global symbol that returns 0. Definition of `ompt_initialize` as a weak global symbol is suitable for use in either a static or dynamic library. If a shared-library implementation of an OpenMP library $L_O$ defines `ompt_initialize` as a weak global symbol, then a tool library $L_T$ must be appear on the dynamic library search path ahead of $L_O$ for the tool version of `ompt_initialize` to be invoked.

**Compiler and linker don’t support weak symbols.** On systems that don’t support weak symbols, different implementation strategies are needed for static and dynamic linking.

For a static library implementation of an OpenMP runtime library, the library can provide a stub version of `ompt_initialize` in a separate object file. In this case, the linker will include the OpenMP library’s stub implementation of `ompt_initialize` only if no tool supplied version is already present when the OpenMP runtime library is used to resolve undefined symbols.

An OpenMP implementation used as a dynamic library can define `ompt_initialize` as a global symbol. The version in the OpenMP library would be invoked only if no tool-supplied implementation of `ompt_initialize` is statically linked in the executable or a tool library that appears before the OpenMP runtime library in the dynamic library search path during execution.

**A Binary rewriter alters a load module that provides an OpenMP runtime system.** Regardless of whether a system supports weak symbols or not, one can use a static or dynamic binary rewriting tool to modify an OpenMP runtime system present in an executable or a shared library to invoke a tool-supplied version of a version of `ompt_initialize` rather than the default implementation of `ompt_initialize` present in the OpenMP runtime.

7 **Tool Control for Applications (Mandatory)**

In OMPT, there is only one application-facing routine: `ompt_control`. An application may call the function `ompt_control` to control tool operation. While tool support for `ompt_control` is optional, the runtime is required to pass a control command to a tool if the tool registered a callback with the `ompt_event_control` event. As an application-facing routine, this function has type signatures for both C and Fortran:

\(^4\)While Linux and some other operating systems support library pre-loading, library pre-loading is not universally available.

\(^5\)A load module is an application binary or a shared library.
A classic use case for `ompt_control` is for an application to start and stop data collection by a tool. A tool may allow an application to turn monitoring on and off multiple times during an execution to monitor only code regions of interest. To simplify use in this common case, OMPT defines four values for `command`:

1: start or restart monitoring  
2: pause monitoring  
3: flush tool buffers and continue monitoring  
4: permanently turn off monitoring

A command code of 1 asks a tool to start or restart monitoring if it is off. If monitoring is already on, this command is idempotent. If monitoring has already been turned off permanently, this command will have no effect. A command code of 2 asks a tool to temporarily turn monitoring off. If monitoring is already off, it is idempotent. A command code of 3 asks a tool to flush any performance data that it has buffered and then continue monitoring. A command code of 4 turns monitoring off permanently; the tool may perform finalization at this point and write all of its outputs.

Other values of command and modifier appropriate for any tool will be tool specific. Tool-specific commands codes must be \( \geq 64 \). Tools must ignore command codes that they are not explicitly designed to handle and implement callbacks for such codes as no-ops.

## 8 Final Notes

Developers of many trace-based tools would prefer to have `ompt_event_implicit_task_begin` and `ompt_event_implicit_task_end` included in the mandatory events. As we acquire more experience with OMPT implementations, perhaps these events will be added to the set of mandatory events, if they don’t add much overhead to OpenMP runtime implementations when OMPT is disabled.

### 8.1 Future Enhancements

As OpenMP runtime developers acquire more experience with OpenMP 4.0 features, we envision two types of enhancements to OMPT. First, the current definition of OMPT doesn’t provide support for tracking or interrogating task dependences. Second, the current definition of OMPT doesn’t provide support for tracking data movement and computation for devices. Eventually, we expect to extend OMPT with support to expose information about dependences to tools, track data movement to/from devices, and track computation on devices.
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A OMPT Interface Type Definitions

A.1 Runtime States

When OMPT is enabled, an OpenMP runtime system will maintain information about the state of each OpenMP thread. Below we define an enumeration type that specifies the set of runtime states. The purpose of these states is described in Section 2.

typedef enum {
    /* work states (0..15) */
    ompt_state_work_serial = 0x00, /* working outside parallel */
    ompt_state_work_parallel = 0x01, /* working within parallel */
    ompt_state_work_reduction = 0x02, /* performing a reduction */

    /* idle (16..31) */
    ompt_state_idle = 0x10, /* waiting for work */

    /* overhead states (32..63) */
    ompt_state_overhead = 0x20, /* non-wait overhead */

    /* barrier wait states (64..79) */
    ompt_state_wait_barrier = 0x40, /* generic barrier */
    ompt_state_wait_barrier_implicit = 0x41, /* implicit barrier */
    ompt_state_wait_barrier_explicit = 0x42, /* explicit barrier */

    /* task wait states (80..95) */
    ompt_state_wait_taskwait = 0x50, /* waiting at a taskwait */
    ompt_state_wait_taskgroup = 0x51, /* waiting at a taskgroup */

    /* mutex wait states (96..111) */
    ompt_state_wait_lock = 0x60, /* waiting for lock */
    ompt_state_wait_nest_lock = 0x61, /* waiting for nest lock */
    ompt_state_wait_critical = 0x62, /* waiting for critical */
    ompt_state_wait_atomic = 0x63, /* waiting for atomic */
    ompt_state_wait_ordered = 0x64, /* waiting for ordered */

    /* misc (112.127) */
    ompt_state_undefined = 0x70, /* undefined thread state */
    ompt_state_first = 0x71, /* initial enumeration state */
} ompt_state_t;
### A.2 Runtime Event Callbacks

When OMPT support for a tool is enabled, OMPT enables a tool to indicate interest in receiving notification about certain OpenMP runtime events by registering callbacks. When those events occur during execution, OMPT will invoke the registered callback in the appropriate thread context. Below we define an enumeration type that specifies the set of event callbacks that may be supported by an OpenMP runtime system. The purpose of these callbacks is described in Section 3.

```c
typedef enum {
    /*--- Mandatory Events ---*/
    ompt_event_parallel_begin = 1, /* parallel create */
    ompt_event_parallel_end = 2, /* parallel exit */
    ompt_event_task_begin = 3, /* task create */
    ompt_event_task_end = 4, /* task destroy */
    ompt_event_thread_begin = 5, /* thread begin */
    ompt_event_thread_end = 6, /* thread end */
    ompt_event_control = 7, /* support control calls */
    ompt_event_runtime_shutdown = 8, /* runtime shutdown */

    /*--- Optional Events (blame shifting) ---*/
    ompt_event_idle_begin = 9, /* begin idle state */
    ompt_event_idle_end = 10, /* end idle state */
    ompt_event_wait_barrier_begin = 11, /* begin wait at barrier */
    ompt_event_wait_barrier_end = 12, /* end wait at barrier */
    ompt_event_wait_taskwait_begin = 13, /* begin wait at taskwait */
    ompt_event_wait_taskwait_end = 14, /* end wait at taskwait */
    ompt_event_wait_taskgroup_begin = 15, /* begin wait at taskgroup */
    ompt_event_wait_taskgroup_end = 16, /* end wait at taskgroup */
    ompt_event_release_lock = 17, /* lock release */
    ompt_event_release_nest_lock_last = 18, /* last nest lock release */
    ompt_event_release_critical = 19, /* critical release */
    ompt_event_release_atomic = 20, /* atomic release */
    ompt_event_release_ordered = 21, /* ordered release */

    /*--- Optional Events (synchronous events) --- */
    ompt_event_implicit_task_begin = 22, /* implicit task create */
    ompt_event_implicit_task_end = 23, /* implicit task destroy */
    ompt_event_initial_task_begin = 24, /* initial task create */
    ompt_event_initial_task_end = 25, /* initial task destroy */
    ompt_event_task_switch = 26, /* task switch */
    ompt_event_loop_begin = 27, /* task at loop begin */
    ompt_event_loop_end = 28, /* task at loop end */
    ompt_event_sections_begin = 29, /* task at section begin */
    ompt_event_sections_end = 30, /* task at section end */
}
```
ompt_event_single_in_block_begin = 31, /* task at single begin */
ompt_event_single_in_block_end = 32, /* task at single end */
ompt_event_single_others_begin = 33, /* task at single begin */
ompt_event_single_others_end = 34, /* task at single end */

ompt_event_workshare_begin = 35, /* task at workshare begin */
ompt_event_workshare_end = 36, /* task at workshare end */

ompt_event_master_begin = 37, /* task at master begin */
ompt_event_master_end = 38, /* task at master end */

ompt_event_barrier_begin = 39, /* task at barrier begin */
ompt_event_barrier_end = 40, /* task at barrier end */

ompt_event_taskwait_begin = 41, /* task at taskwait begin */
ompt_event_taskwait_end = 42, /* task at task wait end */

ompt_event_taskgroup_begin = 43, /* task at taskgroup begin */
ompt_event_taskgroup_end = 44, /* task at taskgroup end */

ompt_event_release_nest_lock_prev = 45, /* prev nest lock release */

ompt_event_wait_lock = 46, /* lock wait */
ompt_event_wait_nest_lock = 47, /* nest lock wait */
ompt_event_wait_critical = 48, /* critical wait */
ompt_event_wait_atomic = 49, /* atomic wait */
ompt_event_wait_ordered = 50, /* ordered wait */

ompt_event_acquired_lock = 51, /* lock acquired */
ompt_event_acquired_nest_lock_first = 52, /* 1st nest lock acquired */
ompt_event_acquired_nest_lock_next = 53, /* next nest lock acquired */
ompt_event_acquired_critical = 54, /* critical acquired */
ompt_event_acquired_atomic = 55, /* atomic acquired */
ompt_event_acquired_ordered = 56, /* ordered acquired */

ompt_event_init_lock = 57, /* lock init */
ompt_event_init_nest_lock = 58, /* nest lock init */

ompt_event_destroy_lock = 59, /* lock destruction */
ompt_event_destroy_nest_lock = 60, /* nest lock destruction */

ompt_event_flush = 61 /* after executing flush */

} ompt_event_t;
A.3 Type Signatures for Tool Callbacks

This section describes type signatures for all callbacks that a tool may register to receive from an OpenMP runtime. Section 3 describes OpenMP runtime events and registration of callback functions with these type signatures.

```c
/* initialization */
typedef void (*ompt_interface_fn_t)(
    void
);

typedef ompt_interface_fn_t (*ompt_function_lookup_t)(
    const char *entry_point /* entry point to look up */
);

/* threads */
typedef void (*ompt_thread_callback_t) ( /* for thread */
    ompt_thread_id_t thread_id /* ID of thread */
);

typedef enum ompt_thread_type_e {
    ompt_thread_initial = 1,
    ompt_thread_worker = 2,
    ompt_thread_other = 3
} ompt_thread_type_t;

typedef void (*ompt_thread_type_callback_t) ( /* for thread */
    ompt_thread_type_t thread_type, /* type of thread */
    ompt_thread_id_t thread_id /* ID of thread */
);

typedef void (*ompt_wait_callback_t) ( /* for wait */
    ompt_wait_id_t wait_id /* wait ID */
);

/* parallel & workshares */
typedef void (*ompt_parallel_callback_t) ( /* for inside parallel */
    ompt_parallel_id_t parallel_id, /* ID of parallel region */
    ompt_task_id_t task_id /* ID of task */
);

typedef void (*ompt_new_workshare_callback_t) ( /* for workshares */
    ompt_parallel_id_t parallel_id, /* ID of parallel region */
    ompt_task_id_t task_id, /* ID of task */
    void *workshare_function /* pointer to outlined function */
);

typedef void (*ompt_new_parallel_callback_t) ( /* for new parallel */
    ompt_task_id_t parent_task_id, /* ID of parent task */
    ompt_frame_t *parent_task_frame, /* frame data of parent task */
    ompt_parallel_id_t parallel_id, /* ID of parallel region */
    uint32_t requested_team_size, /* requested number of threads */
    void *parallel_function /* pointer to outlined function */
);```
/* tasks */
typedef void (*ompt_task_callback_t) ( /* for tasks */
    ompt_task_id_t task_id /* ID of task */
);

typedef void (*ompt_task_switch_callback_t) ( /* for task switch */
    ompt_task_id_t suspended_task_id, /* ID of suspended task */
    ompt_task_id_t resumed_task_id /* ID of resumed task */
);

typedef void (*ompt_new_task_callback_t) ( /* for new tasks */
    ompt_task_id_t parent_task_id, /* ID of parent task */
    ompt_frame_t *parent_task_frame, /* frame data for parent task */
    ompt_task_id_t new_task_id, /* ID of created task */
    void *new_task_function /* pointer to outlined function */
);

/* program */
typedef void (*ompt_control_callback_t) ( /* for control */
    uint64_t command, /* command of control call */
    uint64_t modifier /* modifier of control call */
);

typedef void (*ompt_callback_t)( /* for shutdown */
    void
);

**Placeholder callback signature.** The type `ompt_callback_t` is also a placeholder signature used only by the tool callback registration interface. Only one callback registration function is defined and it expects that the callback supplied will be cast into type `ompt_callback_t`, regardless of its actual type signature. This approach avoids the need for a separate registration routine for each unique tool callback signature.
A.4 OMPT Inquiry and Control API

The functions in this section are not global function symbols in an OpenMP runtime system. These functions can be looked up by name using the ompt_function_lookup_t function passed to ompt_initialize, as described in Section 6.1 and Appendix A.5.

>Returns Management */
OMPT_API int ompt_set_callback( /* register a callback for an event */
    ompt_event_t event, /* the event of interest */
    ompt_callback_t callback /* function pointer for the callback */
);

OMPT_API int ompt_get_callback( /* return the current callback for an event (if any) */
    ompt_event_t event, /* the event of interest */
    ompt_callback_t *callback /* pointer to receive the return value */
);

/* State Inquiry */
OMPT_API int omptEnumerateState( /* extract the set of states supported */
    omptState_t current_state, /* current state in the enumeration */
    omptState_t *next_state, /* next state in the enumeration */
    const char **next_state_name /* string description of next state */
);

/* Thread Inquiry */
OMPT_API omptThreadId_t omptGetThreadId( /* identify the current thread */
    void
);

OMPT_API omptState_t omptGetState( /* get the state for a thread */
    omptWaitId_t *wait_id /* for wait states: identify what awaited */
);

OMPT_API void * omptGetIdleFrame( /* identify the idle frame (if any) for a thread */
    void
);

/* Parallel Region Inquiry */
OMPT_API omptParallelId_t omptGetParallelId( /* identify a parallel region */
    int ancestor_level /* how many levels the ancestor is removed from the current region */
);

OMPT_API int omptGetParallelTeamSize( /* query # threads in a parallel region */
    int ancestor_level /* how many levels the ancestor is removed from the current region */
);

/* Task Inquiry */
OMPT_API omptTaskId_t *omptGetTaskId( /* identify a task */
    int depth /* how many levels removed from the current task */
);

OMPT_API omptFrame_t *omptGetTaskFrame(
    int depth /* how many levels removed from the current task */
);
A.5 Initialization

The function `ompt_initialize` is the only global symbol associated with OMPT. To use OMPT, a tool overlays an implementation of `ompt_initialize` in place of the default one provided by the OMPT implementation. This interface is described in greater detail in Section 6.1.1.

```c
extern "C" {
    int ompt_initialize(
        ompt_function_lookup_t lookup, /* function to look up OMPT API routines by name */
        const char *runtime_version, /* OpenMP runtime version string */
        unsigned int ompt_version /* integer that identifies the OMPT revision */
    );
}
```
B Task Frame Management and Inspection

Figure 1: Frame information.

Figure 1 illustrates a program executing a nested parallel region, where code A, B, and C represent, respectively, code associated with an initial task, outer-parallel, and inner-parallel regions. Figure 1 also depicts the stacks of two threads, where each new function call instantiates a new stack frame below the previous frames. When thread 1 encounters the outer-parallel region (parallel “b”), it calls a routine in the OpenMP runtime system to create a new parallel region. The OpenMP runtime sets the `reenter_runtime_frame` field in the `ompt_frame_t` for the initial task executing code A to frame f2, the runtime routine called by frame f1 in the initial task. The `ompt_frame_t` for the initial task is labeled `r1` in Figure 1. In this figure, three consecutive runtime system frames (labeled “par” with frame identifiers f2–f4) are on the stack. Before starting the implicit task for parallel region “b” in thread 1, the runtime sets the exit_runtime_frame field in the implicit task’s `ompt_frame_t` (labeled r2) to f4. Execution of application code for parallel region “b” begins on thread 1 when the runtime system invokes application code B (frame f5) from frame f4. Since thread 1 is an OpenMP initial thread, a call to `ompt_get_idle_frame` on this thread will always return NULL.

Let us focus now on thread 2, an OpenMP thread. Figure 1 shows this worker executing work for the outer-parallel region “b.” On the OpenMP thread’s stack is a runtime frame labeled “idle,” where the OpenMP thread waits for work. At any time after the idle frame is on thread 2’s stack, a call to `ompt_get_idle_frame` by thread 2 will return frame f6. When work becomes available, the runtime system invokes a function to dispatch it. While dispatching parallel work might involve a chain of several calls, here we assume that the length of this chain is 1 (frame f7). Before thread 2 exits the runtime to execute an implicit task for parallel region “b,” the runtime sets the exit_runtime_frame field of the implicit task’s `ompt_frame_t` (labeled r3) to frame f7. When thread 2 later encounters the inner-parallel region “c,” execution returns to the runtime and the runtime fills in the reenter_runtime_frame field of the current task’s `ompt_frame_t` (labeled r3) to frame f9. Before the task for parallel region “c” is invoked on thread 2, the runtime system sets the reenter_runtime_frame field of the `ompt_frame_t` (labeled r4) for the implicit task for “c” to frame f11. Execution of application code for parallel region “c” begins on thread 2 when the runtime system invokes application code C (frame f12) from frame f11.

Below the stack for each thread in Figure 1 is set of `ompt_get_task_frame` inquiries that are assumed to be made on each thread for the stack state shown. Each call indicates an ancestor level with an argument
and shows the ID of the `ompt_frame_t` record returned. Note that thread 2 has task frame information for three levels of tasks, whereas thread 1 has only two.